
Here's what you're getting: Our Proven & Tested PROFIT SINGULARITY ULTRA EDITION

SYSTEM Delivered over 8 Short Weeks.

In 8 short weeks as you follow the PROFIT SINGULARITY ULTRA EDITION SYSTEM you will...

Profit Singularity Income Accelerators

Join Us Today
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EXTREMELY LIMITED: This special

edition of the Profit Singularity Ultra

Edition System will be removed from the

market Midnight Thursday (PST).


YES! I'm ready to STOP sacrificing my time for dollars. I'm excited to use

the simple PROFIT SINGULARITY ULTRA EDITION SYSTEM to learn how to

make money from home without a product, inventory or email list! Give me

the proven PROFIT SINGULARITY ULTRA EDITION SYSTEM so I can begin

learning how to build a sustainable online business that can bring complete

FREEDOM and CONTROL over my time and location.

 Implement and Profit from YouTube Powered Profit Machines: You’ll use and reap

the benefits from the exact same step-by-step system our beta testers have followed

to experience their financial breakthroughs using a funnel that is simple and

enjoyable to create. You'll be amazed at just how quickly you can put up campaigns

whenever you've got a bit of spare time.

 LEARN HOW TO PICK WINNERS: Discover how to filter through the mass of

mediocre products and pick the specific offers which earn the greatest profits with

the least amount of work... in fact, we’ll show you the exact same offers we promote

that are doing well for us and our students!

 CREATE SUPER-PROFITABLE YOUTUBE ADS: Get our complete, simple process

to create winning YouTube ads very quickly. Understand winning video psychology

and the steps to start driving boatloads of profitable traffic on command.

 CREATE WINNING 1-PAGE MINI WEBSITES: You’ll get an instant crash course on

the powerful psychological principles we use on every 1-page mini website to ensure

maximum PROFIT on the products you promote.

 LAUNCH YOUR CAMPAIGNS: We'll walk you through the exact steps to quickly

launch your campaigns & the critical campaign settings to minimize risk while

maximizing profit.

 AUTOMATIC OPTIMIZATION: We’ll show you how to quickly & easily tap into

Google’s A.I. Machine Learning to automatically optimize your campaigns.

 FIND YOUR WINNING VIDEO & SCALE UP LIKE A BOSS: We will show you how to

use Evolution Method Testing Protocol to systematically test your way to a winning

video ad that can scale to the moon!

 ACCELERATOR 1: 6 Months Free Access to VidBot Software

Generate videos in minutes following the proven principles of our method. No need to record

voiceovers or pay expensive voiceover artists! No need to hire video editors. This software

will generate your entire videos for you at the click of a button!



 ACCELERATOR 2: Video Script Generator

Scripts are where the money is really made. No need to hire expensive copywriters or

reinvent the wheel. Use our script generator to generate unlimited scripts in minutes each

according to our proven video script guidelines!



 ACCELERATOR 3: Three Free Websites

We’ve set up a deal with a partner to give you 3 free websites for running your ads. No need

to worry about web hosting or technical stuff. This will get you started ASAP ahead of the

game.



 ACCELERATOR 4: 1-Page Mini Website Templates

No need to design your own 1-Page Mini Website. Just click a button to import our pre-built,

proven mini website templates so your 1-Page Mini Website can be ready to go in minutes!



 ACCELERATOR 5: Money Making Products

We will not only show you how to find the best money making products to promote...we’ll

show you exactly what products WE are promoting to make the most money!



 ACCELERATOR 6: The Million Dollar Ad Vault

We are going to reveal 6 video ads that have generated MILLIONS for us...and break down

exactly why they work for you to easily model to maximize your profits!



 ACCELERATOR 7: Over-The-Shoulder $300k in 14 Days Case Study

We will show you the exact video, splash page and offer that generated $300k in 14

days...from start to finish! We’re pulling back the curtain here to ensure you have the best

keys to success!



Our 90-Day Profit Guarantee
We are so certain you will profit when you follow the simple steps in the Profit Singularity Ultra

Edition System, we are putting our money where our mouth is. We guarantee if you follow our

system according to our guidelines, you WILL find your winning profitable ad within 90 days.

Otherwise, we will reimburse the cost of the course, reimburse the cost of your ads, and pay

you an extra $500 for your time. That is how certain we are that you will achieve results if you

follow our simple step-by-step system. Please note there are no refunds for any other reason,

and the Profit Guarantee is subject to our terms and conditions.

OPTION 1:

GET YOUR INSIDER DISCOUNT

today of $2497 $1497

Add To Cart

OPTION 2:

PAYPAL CREDIT - No payments

or interest for 6 months

Add To Cart
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